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ACTIVITIES 2020 – 2021 during pandemic time



SITUATION AT SCHOOL DURING PANDEMIC TIME

At the start of the pandemic, schools were totally closed down and 

only after some months the lessons by teleconference started. We 

tried to implement some teleconference lessons, but it was totally 

impossible, because due to the severe difficulties of our students 

and the small age of them, was not possible to communicate (lack 

of attention, no interest of cooperation through a screen ect)

Later on, and even pandemic insisted, special schools opened 

because it was obvious that our students could not benefit from 

distance learning. But even schools opened, the measures were so 

strict that only a few activities could be performed. All extra 

activities e.g. going out of school or gather all together, were not 

allowed, so we only performed the core curriculum activities.



ACTIVITΙES

So we integrated some activities related to the topic of our project 

to the daily lessons but not formally, as the project – as all the 

Erasmus projects during that time – were “frozen” and no 

guidelines were given from NAs of how to proceed but just actions 

to the postpone the projects. 

In next screens we are presenting you some activities related to the 

topics of our project.



Teamwork: SEABED



Teamwork: SEABED

-Ribbons

-Corn flakes

-Used aluminum foil

-Paper plates

-Cupcake papers

-Fossils



Tactile exercises

- plastic caps

- cotton

- newspapers

- wool

- pasta

- sponge

- wire



Making “fishes” 

from paper plates



COUNTING….

…. with plastic plates

…. with toilet paper rolls



BOWLING
Fun with plastic glasses



SNOWMAN

from used shocks





MORE 

CRAFTS

with 

toilet 

paper

rolls

YELLOW 

SPURS



Taking care of the little animals during the winter time

Nests from milk cartoons, paper rolls, tissue packs, cardboard, tiny 

woods and hung them from our yard’s trees



Our pets: a vital element to strengthen our bonds 

with Mother Earth!

Communicate!

Teamwork! Familiarize!



Hope for MORE

Activities!


